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We present a new abstract machine for Abadi and Cardelli’s untyped non-imperative cal-
culus of objects. This abstract machine mechanically corresponds to both the reduction
semantics (i.e., small-step operational semantics) and the natural semantics (i.e., big-step
operational semantics) speciﬁed in Abadi and Cardelli’s monograph. To move closer to ac-
tual implementations, which use environments rather than actual substitutions, we then
represent methods as closures and we present three new semantic artifacts for a ver-
sion of Abadi and Cardelli’s calculus with explicit substitutions: a reduction semantics, an
environment-based abstract machine, and a natural semantics (i.e., an interpreter) with
environments. These three new semantic artifacts mechanically correspond to each other,
and the two abstract machines are bisimilar. Their signiﬁcance lies in the fact that they
have not been designed from scratch and then proved correct; instead, they have been
inter-derived.
To illustrate the inter-derivation and to make this article stand-alone, we also comprehen-
sively treat the example of negational normalization over Boolean formulas, in appendix.
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1. Introduction
Our goal here is to apply Danvy et al.’s ‘syntactic correspondence’ and ‘functional correspondence’ [3,8,11,18,19,43–45] to
Abadi and Cardelli’s untyped non-imperative calculus of objects [1, Chapter 6]. In the rest of this introduction, we describe
in turn the syntactic correspondence, the functional correspondence, and Abadi and Cardelli’s calculus of objects, before
detailing our contribution.
1.1. Background and ﬁrst contribution
The syntactic correspondence between reduction semantics and abstract machines: This correspondence mechanically links a
reduction semantics (i.e., a small-step operational semantics with an explicit representation of reduction contexts [28,29]) to
an abstract machine. In such a reduction semantics, evaluation is implemented by iterated reduction, and the corresponding
reduction sequence can be depicted as follows:
◦
decompose
reduction step ◦
decompose
reduction step ◦
decompose
◦
contract
◦
recompose
◦
contract
◦
recompose
◦
contract
At each step, a non-value term is decomposed into a reduction context and a potential redex. If the potential redex is an
actual one (i.e., if it is not stuck), it is contracted. The context is then recomposed with the contractum, yielding the next
term in the reduction sequence. The corresponding reduction-based evaluation function for the σ -calculus is in Section 2.1.5,
Deﬁnition 2.
At each step, the function recompose therefore constructs an intermediate term. In the course of evaluation, this term
is then immediately decomposed by the subsequent call to decompose. The composition of recompose and decompose can
304 O. Danvy, J. Johannsen / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 76 (2010) 302–323thus be replaced by a more eﬃcient function, refocus, that directly goes from redex site to redex site in the reduction
sequence [26]:
◦
decompose
◦
decompose
◦
decompose
◦
contract
◦
recompose
refocus
◦
contract
◦
recompose
refocus
◦
contract
The corresponding reduction-free evaluation function for the σ -calculus is in Section 2.2, Deﬁnition 3. It has the structure
of a state-transition system, i.e., an abstract machine.
The syntactic correspondence made it possible to reconstruct abstract machines for the λ-calculus with effects that were
independently known as well as to construct new ones [10]. It also made it possible to exhibit the calculi and the reduction
strategies (in the form of reduction semantics) corresponding to pre-existing abstract machines.
The functional correspondence between natural semantics and abstract machines: This correspondence mechanically links a nat-
ural semantics (i.e., a big-step operational semantics, as implemented by an interpreter [37,47]) to an abstract machine. The
correspondence is based on the framework initiated by Reynolds in his foundational article “Deﬁnitional Interpreters for
Higher-Order Programming Languages” [51]. In a nutshell, successively transforming an interpreter using closure conversion,
transformation into continuation-passing style (CPS), and defunctionalization yields an abstract machine [4–6].
The functional correspondence made it possible to reconstruct abstract machines for the λ-calculus with effects that
were independently known as well as to construct new ones [6]. It also made it possible to exhibit the interpreter (in the
form of a natural semantics) corresponding to pre-existing abstract machines.
Our starting point: Together, the syntactic and the functional correspondences make it possible to connect three semantic
artifacts (i.e., man-made constructs) soundly: reduction semantics, abstract machines, and natural semantics. Better: the
correspondence make it possible to inter-derive these semantics (or more precisely, their representation as functional pro-
grams), mechanically. This inter-derivation contrasts with deﬁning several semantics, which requires work, and proving their
soundness relative to each other, which requires more work. Our goal here is to apply these two correspondences to Abadi
and Cardelli’s untyped non-imperative calculus of objects.
Abadi and Cardelli’s untyped non-imperative calculus of objects: Abadi and Cardelli’s monograph “A Theory of Objects” is a
landmark. Nowadays it provides standard course material about object-oriented languages and programming. Of interest to
us here is its Chapter 6 where an untyped non-imperative calculus of objects, the σ -calculus, is developed in the same spirit
as its predecessor, the λ-calculus [7,13], which was initially developed as an untyped calculus of functions. The σ -calculus is
speciﬁed with a reduction semantics, for a given reduction order, and with a natural semantics, for a given evaluation order.
A soundness theorem (Proposition 6.2(3), p. 64) and a completeness theorem (Theorem 6.2(4), p. 65) show that the two
semantics are equivalent, i.e., the meaning of a term according to one semantics is the same as the meaning of the same
term according to the other semantics. In operational words, if evaluating a term t using one semantics yields a value v ,
then evaluating t using the other semantics also yields v .
First contribution: Using the syntactic correspondence, we exhibit an abstract machine that embodies the reduction se-
mantics of the σ -calculus and its reduction strategy. Using the functional correspondence, we exhibit an abstract machine
that embodies the natural semantics of the σ -calculus and its evaluation strategy. The two abstract machines are identical.
This abstract machine, which is new, therefore mediates between the reduction semantics and the natural semantics, and
practically conﬁrms the equivalence:
reduction semantics
for the σ -calculus
syntactic
correspondence
abstract machine
for the σ -calculus
natural semantics
for the σ -calculus
functional
correspondence
The syntactic correspondence between reduction semantics and abstract machine is expressed in Section 2.2, Proposition 1
and in Section 2.3, Proposition 2. The functional correspondence between natural semantics and abstract machine is ex-
pressed in Section 2.4.1, Proposition 3 and in Section 2.4.2, Proposition 4.
1.2. Further background and contributions
Substitutions vs. environments: Practical implementations of the λ-calculus do not use actual substitutions. Instead, they use
‘environments,’ which are mappings representing delayed substitutions, and represent functions with ‘closures,’ which are
pairs of terms and environments [40]. In such practical implementations, an identiﬁer is not a thing to be substituted by a
term, but a thing to be looked up in the current environment. At the turn of the 1990s [14], Curien proposed a ‘calculus
of closures,’ the λρ-calculus, to account for this implementation strategy of the λ-calculus, and explicit substitutions were
born [2,15,53]. Both the syntactic and the functional correspondences have been applied to calculi of explicit substitutions,
environment-based abstract machines, and natural semantics using environments [4,9].
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with explicit substitutions, the σρ-calculus. Instead of performing substitution when invoking a method, we represent
methods as closures. We state three semantic artifacts for the σρ-calculus: a natural semantics, an abstract machine, and a
reduction semantics.
Further contributions: Using the syntactic correspondence, we exhibit an environment-based abstract machine that embod-
ies the reduction semantics of the σρ-calculus and its reduction strategy. Using the functional correspondence, we exhibit
an environment-based abstract machine that embodies the natural semantics of the σρ-calculus and its evaluation strategy.
Again, the two abstract machines are identical, which establishes the equivalence of the reduction semantics and of the nat-
ural semantics for the σρ-calculus. We then show that this environment-based abstract machine and the abstract machine
with actual substitutions from Section 1.1 are bisimilar, which establishes the coherence of the σρ-calculus with respect to
the σ -calculus:
reduction semantics
for the σ -calculus
syntactic
correspondence
abstract machine
for the σ -calculus
bisimilarity
natural semantics
for the σ -calculus
functional
correspondence
reduction semantics
for the σρ-calculus
syntactic
correspondence
abstract machine
for the σρ-calculus
natural semantics
for the σρ-calculus
functional
correspondence
The top row of the diagram is identical to the previous diagram. In the bottom row, the syntactic correspondence between
reduction semantics and abstract machine for the σρ-calculus is expressed in Section 3.3, Proposition 6, and the functional
correspondence between natural semantics and abstract machine is expressed in Section 3.2, Proposition 5. Bisimilarity is
expressed in Section 4.2, Theorem 1.
1.3. Overview
In Section 2, we remind the reader of the σ -calculus (Section 2.1) and we present its reduction semantics; through the
syntactic correspondence, we obtain ﬁrst the refocused evaluator (Section 2.2), and subsequently the corresponding abstract
machine (Section 2.3). Through the functional correspondence, we then present the natural semantics corresponding to this
abstract machine (Section 2.4). This natural semantics coincides with Abadi and Cardelli’s. In Section 3, we introduce the
σρ-calculus, which is a version of the σ -calculus with explicit substitutions where methods are represented with closures,
and we specify it with a natural semantics that uses environments (Section 3.1); through the functional correspondence,
we obtain the corresponding abstract machine (Section 3.2). Through the syntactic correspondence, we then present the
reduction semantics corresponding to this abstract machine (Section 3.3). In Section 4.1, we present a mapping from σρ-
closures to σ -terms that performs the actual substitutions that were delayed by the given environments in the given terms.
In Section 4.2, using this mapping, we show that the two abstract machines are bisimilar, which establishes a coherence
between the three semantic artifacts for the σ -calculus and the three semantic artifacts for the σρ-calculus. We then review
related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
Prerequisites: We assume the reader to be mildly familiar with Sections 6.1 and 6.2 of Abadi and Cardelli’s monograph [1]
and with the notion of bisimulation. The remaining concepts are reduction semantics (BNF of terms and of reduction
contexts, notion of redex, one-step reduction, evaluation as iterated reduction), abstract machines (initial, intermediate,
and ﬁnal states, and state-transition functions), natural semantics (interpreters as evaluation functions), and syntactic and
functional correspondences. To make this article stand-alone, we illustrate these remaining concepts in appendix with the
simple example of normalizing Boolean formulas into negational normal form. Appendix A presents a one-step reduction
function for converting a Boolean formula into negational normal form, and its associated reduction-based normalization
function. Appendix B presents a series of versions of the corresponding reduction-free normalization function using the
syntactic correspondence and the functional correspondence.
2. Abadi and Cardelli’s untyped non-imperative calculus of objects: the σ -calculus
We consider in turn a reduction semantics for the σ -calculus (Section 2.1), the corresponding refocused evaluator for
the σ -calculus (Section 2.2), the corresponding abstract machine (Section 2.3), and the corresponding natural semantics
(Section 2.4).
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BNF of terms and of values: An object is a collection of labeled attributes. All labels are distinct within each object. All
attributes are methods with a bound variable representing self (and to be bound to the host object at invocation time) and
a body whose execution yields a result:
(Term) t ::= x | [l = σ(x)t, . . . , l = σ(x)t] | t.l | t.l ⇐ σ(x)t
(Value) v ::= [l = σ(x)t, . . . , l = σ(x)t]
This grammar for terms deﬁnes the same language as in Abadi and Cardelli’s book but it uses a more uniform naming
convention.
NB: Occasionally, we index a value by its number of methods, as in vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}].
Notion of contraction: Methods can be invoked or updated [1, Deﬁnition 6.2-1 (1)]. Here is the grammar of potential redexes:
(PotRedex) pr ::= v.l | v.l ⇐ σ(x)t
The contraction rules read as follows:
vn.l j  t j{vn/x j}
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
vn.l j ⇐ σ(x)t  [l j = σ(x)t, li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}\{ j}]
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
A potential redex is an actual one when its side conditions are satisﬁed, and contraction can take place. Otherwise, the
potential redex is stuck.
BNF of reduction contexts: The following grammar for reduction contexts does not occur in Abadi and Cardelli’s book but it
plausibly reﬂects the ‘evaluation strategy of the sort commonly used in programming languages’ [1, Section 6.2.4, p. 63]:
(Context) C ::= [ ] | C[[ ].l] | C[[ ].l ⇐ σ(x)t]
Lemma 1 (Unique decomposition). Any term which is not a value can be uniquely decomposed into a reduction context and a potential
redex.
One is then in position to deﬁne a decomposition function mapping a term to either a value or to a reduction context
and a potential redex (Section 2.1.1), a contraction function mapping an actual redex to its contractum (Section 2.1.2), and
a recomposition function mapping a reduction context and a term to a term (Section 2.1.3). Thus equipped, one can deﬁne
a one-step reduction function (Section 2.1.4) and then an evaluation function as the iteration of the one-step reduction
function (Section 2.1.5).
2.1.1. Decomposition function
By Lemma 1, decomposition can be implemented as a total function. This function can be expressed in many ways. In
our experience, the following deﬁnition is a convenient one. It is a functional implementation of a state-transition system,
and consists in two mutually recursive functions: decomposeterm and decomposecont . The ﬁrst one searches for a potential
redex by decomposing a given term and accumulating the corresponding reduction context, and the second one dispatches
on the given context. Initially, a term is decomposed in an empty context.
decomposeterm : Term × Context → Value + PotRedex × Context
decomposeterm([li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}], C) = decomposecont(C, [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}])
decomposeterm(t.l, C) = decomposeterm(t, C[[ ].l])
decomposeterm(t.l ⇐ σ(x)t′, C) = decomposeterm(t, C[[ ].l ⇐ σ(x)t′])
decomposecont : Context × Value → Value + PotRedex × Context
decomposecont([ ], v) = v
decomposecont(C[[ ].l j], v) = (v.l j, C)
decomposecont(C[[ ].l j ⇐ σ(x)t], v) = (v.l j ⇐ σ(x)t, C)
decompose : Term → Value + PotRedex × Context
decompose(t) = decomposeterm(t, [ ])
NB: decomposeterm and decomposecont are both applied to a term and a context and they dispatch on their ﬁrst argument.
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The following partial function implements the contraction rules speciﬁed above:
contract : PotRedex ⇀ Term
contract(vn.l j) = t j{vn/x j}
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
contract(vn.l j ⇐ σ(x)t) = [l j = σ(x)t, li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}\{ j}]
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
It is only deﬁned over potential redexes that are actual ones.
2.1.3. Recomposition function
The following total function implements the recomposition of a context with a term. The context is iteratively peeled off
as the resulting term is constructed:
recompose : Context × Term → Term
recompose([ ], t) = t
recompose(C[[ ].l j], t) = recompose(C, t.l j)
recompose(C[[ ].l j ⇐ σ(x)t′], t) = recompose(C, t.l j ⇐ σ(x)t′)
2.1.4. One-step reduction
We implement one-step reduction as the following partial function where value terms are ﬁxed points and non-value
terms are decomposed into a potential redex and a reduction context, the potential redex is contracted if it is an actual one,
and the context is recomposed with the contractum:
reduce : Term ⇀ Term
reduce(t) = case decompose(t)
of v ⇒ v
| (pr, C) ⇒ recompose(C, contract(pr))
Deﬁnition 1 (One-step reduction). For any closed term t , t → t′ if and only if reduce(t) = t′ .
2.1.5. Evaluation function
We deﬁne evaluation as iterated reduction. The deﬁnition below uses decompose to distinguish between value terms and
non-value terms, and implements iteration (tail-)recursively with the partial function iterate:
iterate : Value + PotRedex × Context ⇀ Value
iterate(v) = v
iterate(pr, C) = iterate(decompose(recompose(C, contract(pr))))
evaluate : Term ⇀ Value
evaluate(t) = iterate(decompose(t))
Deﬁnition 2 (Reduction-based evaluation). For any closed term t , t →∗ v if and only if evaluate(t) = v .
This deﬁnition of evaluation is ‘reduction based’ because all successive intermediate terms (in the reduction sequence)
are constructed.
To close, let us exploit the fact that recompose([ ], t) = t in the deﬁnition of evaluate:
evaluate : Term ⇀ Value
evaluate(t) = iterate(decompose(recompose([ ], t)))
In this inlined deﬁnition, decompose is always applied to the result of recompose, thereby matching the ﬁrst diagram of
Section 1.1.
2.2. Refocusing
Extensionally, the refocus function is deﬁned as the composition of decompose and recompose:
refocusterm(t, C) = decompose(recompose(C, t))
Danvy and Nielsen [26] have shown that the refocus function is optimally implemented as continuing the decomposition:
Proposition 1 (Refocusing). For any term t and context C , refocusterm(t, C) = decomposeterm(t, C).
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tion function and iterate as the driver function [22]:
iterate : Value + PotRedex × Context ⇀ Value
iterate(v) = v
iterate(pr, C) = iterate(refocusterm(contract(pr), C))
evaluate : Term ⇀ Value
evaluate(t) = iterate(refocusterm(t, [ ]))
Deﬁnition 3 (Reduction-free evaluation). For any closed term t , t →∗ v if and only if evaluate(t) = v .
This deﬁnition of evaluation is ‘reduction free’ because no intermediate term (in the reduction sequence) is ever con-
structed.
2.3. The corresponding abstract machine
Unfolding contract and fusing iterate (see Sections B.2 and B.3 for more detail) yield the following functions:
refocusterm : Term × Context ⇀ Value
refocusterm([li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}], C) = refocuscont(C, [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}])
refocusterm(t.l, C) = refocusterm(t, C[[ ].l])
refocusterm(t.l ⇐ σ(x)t′, C) = refocusterm(t, C[[ ].l ⇐ σ(x)t′])
refocuscont : Context × Value ⇀ Value
refocuscont([ ], v ) = v
refocuscont(C[[ ].l j], vn) = refocusterm(t j{vn/x j}, C)
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
refocuscont(C[[ ].l j ⇐ σ(x)t], vn) = refocuscont(C, [l j = σ(x)t, li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}\{ j}])
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
The functions refocusterm and refocuscont together deﬁne an eval/continue abstract machine. Expressed as a state-transition
system rather than as recursive equations, this abstract machine reads as follows:
〈v, C〉term ⇒S 〈C, v〉cont
〈t.l, C〉term ⇒S 〈t, C[[ ].l]〉term
〈t.l ⇐ σ(x)t′, C〉term ⇒S 〈t, C[[ ].l ⇐ σ(x)t′]〉term
〈[ ], v 〉cont ⇒S v
〈C[[ ].l j], vn〉cont ⇒S 〈t j{vn/x j}, C〉term
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
〈C[[ ].l j ⇐ σ(x)t], vn〉cont ⇒S 〈C, [l j = σ(x)t, li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}\{ j}]〉cont
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
The machine evaluates a closed term t by starting in the conﬁguration 〈t, [ ]〉term and by iterating ⇒S (noted ⇒∗S below).
The machine halts with a value v if it reaches a conﬁguration 〈[ ], v〉cont . It becomes stuck if it reaches either of the
conﬁgurations 〈C[[ ].l], v〉cont or 〈C[[ ].l ⇐ σ(x)t], v〉cont and v does not contain a method with the label l.
The following proposition is a corollary of the soundness of refocusing:
Proposition 2 (Full correctness of the abstract machine with respect to the reduction semantics). For any closed term t, t →∗ v if and
only if 〈t, [ ]〉term ⇒∗S v.
2.4. The corresponding natural semantics
The abstract machine of Section 2.3 is in defunctionalized form. Refunctionalizing it (Section 2.4.1) yields an evalua-
tion function in continuation-passing style. Mapping this evaluation function back to direct style (Section 2.4.2) yields a
functional implementation of Abadi and Cardelli’s natural semantics (Section 2.4.3).
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The abstract machine of Section 2.3 is in defunctionalized form [23,25]: the contexts are the data type of a de-
functionalized continuation and the transition function dispatching on the context is the corresponding apply function.
Refunctionalizing this continuation yields the following evaluation function, which is in continuation-passing style:
eval : Term × (Value ⇀ Value) ⇀ Value
eval(v, k) = k(v)
eval(t.l j, k) = eval(t, λ vn. eval(t j{vn/x j}, k))
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
eval(t.l j ⇐ σ(x)t′, k) = eval(t, λ vn. k([l j = σ(x)t′, li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}\{ j}]))
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
evaluate : Term ⇀ Value
evaluate(t) = eval(t, λ v. v)
The following proposition is a corollary of the soundness of defunctionalization:
Proposition 3 (Full correctness of the refunctionalized abstract machine with respect to the abstract machine). For any closed term t,
〈t, [ ]〉term ⇒∗S v if and only if evaluate(t) = v.
2.4.2. Back to direct style
Let us express the evaluation function of Section 2.4.1 in direct style [16]:
eval : Term ⇀ Value
eval(v) = v
eval(t.l j) = let vn := eval(t) in eval(t j{vn/x j})
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
eval(t.l j ⇐ σ(x)t′) = let vn := eval(t) in [l j = σ(x)t′, li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}\{ j}]
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
evaluate : Term ⇀ Value
evaluate(t) = eval(t)
The following proposition is a corollary of the soundness of the CPS transformation:
Proposition 4 (Full correctness of the evaluator in direct style with respect to the abstract machine). For any closed term t,
〈t, [ ]〉term ⇒∗S v if and only if evaluate(t) = v.
2.4.3. Abadi and Cardelli’s natural semantics
The evaluation function of Section 2.4.2 implements Abadi and Cardelli’s natural semantics [1, Section 6.2.4, p. 64]:
(INVσ )
 tvn  t j{vn/x j}v
 t.l j v
if 1 j  n, where
vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
(UPDσ )
 tvn
 t.l j ⇐ σ(x)t′[l j = σ(x)t′, li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}\{ j}]
if 1 j  n, where
vn = [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}]
Deﬁnition 4 (Evaluation). For any closed term t , evaluate(t) = v if and only if  tv .
2.5. Summary and conclusion
Using the syntactic correspondence (Section 2.3) and the functional correspondence (Section 2.4), we have mechanically
derived an abstract machine that mediates between Abadi and Cardelli’s reduction semantics and natural semantics for the
σ -calculus and the ‘evaluation strategy of the sort commonly used in programming languages.’ The two derivations conﬁrm
(1) the relative soundness of the two semantics and (2) the BNF of the reduction contexts we put forward in Section 2.1.
They also pave the way to using closures, which we do next.
3. Object methods as closures: the σρ-calculus
We consider in turn a natural semantics for the σ -calculus with environments (Section 3.1), the corresponding
environment-based abstract machine (Section 3.2), and the corresponding reduction semantics (Section 3.3). The resulting
calculus is one of explicit substitutions, the σρ-calculus.
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Let us adapt the natural semantics of Section 2.4 to operate with environments. Three changes take place:
1. the category of values changes to objects where each method holds its own environment (noted ‘e’):
(Value) v ::= [l = (σ (x)t)[e], . . . , l = (σ (x)t)[e]]
2. the environment is deﬁned as an association list:
(Environment) e ::= • | (x, v) · e
and an auxiliary function lookup is used to look up an identiﬁer in the current environment. In case of multiple bindings
of the same variable name, lookup will return the latest binding.
3. the evaluation judgment now reads as follows:
e tv
Again, we occasionally index a value with the number of its methods.
The two rules from Section 2.4 are then straightforwardly adapted:
(INVσρ)
e tvn (x j, vn) · e j t j v
e t.l j v
if 1 j  n,
where vn = [li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}]
(UPDσρ)
e tvn
e t.l j ⇐ σ(x)t′v
if 1 j  n, where
v = [l j = (σ (x)t′)[e], li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}\{ j}]
and vn = [li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}]
We also need the following rule to convert the methods of an object literal to method closures:
(CLOσρ)
e [li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}][li = (σ (xi)ti)[e]i∈{1...n}]
In addition, we need the following new rule to look up variables in the current environment:
(VAR-Lσρ)
e xv if lookup (x, e) = v
Alternatively, one could use two rules to incrementally peel off the environment. For closed terms, x always occurs in e. For
open terms, evaluation would become stuck here.
3.2. The corresponding abstract machine
To apply the functional correspondence, we successively CPS-transform and defunctionalize the evaluation function im-
plementing the natural semantics of Section 3.1. The grammar of evaluation contexts now reads as follows:
(Context) C ::= [ ] | C[[ ].l] | C[[ ].l ⇐ (σ (x)t)[e]]
All in all, the functional correspondence yields the following abstract machine:
〈x, e, C〉term ⇒E 〈C, v〉cont
if lookup (x, e) = v
〈[li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}], e, C〉term ⇒E 〈C, [li = (σ (xi)ti)[e]i∈{1...n}]〉cont
〈t.l, e, C〉term ⇒E 〈t, e, C[[ ].l]〉term
〈t.l ⇐ σ(x)t′, e, C〉term ⇒E 〈t, e, C[[ ].l ⇐ (σ (x)t′)[e]]〉term
〈[ ], v 〉cont ⇒E v
〈C[[ ].l j], vn〉cont ⇒E 〈t j, (x j, vn) · e j, C〉term
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}]
〈C[[ ].l j ⇐ (σ (x)t)[e]], vn〉cont ⇒E 〈C, [l j = (σ (x)t)[e], li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}\{ j}]〉cont
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}]
This machine evaluates a closed term t by starting in the conﬁguration 〈t, •, [ ]〉term and by iterating ⇒E (noted ⇒∗E below).
It halts with a value v if it reaches a conﬁguration 〈[ ], v〉cont . It becomes stuck if it reaches either of the conﬁgurations
〈C[[ ].l], v〉cont or 〈C[[ ].l ⇐ (σ (x)t)[e]], v〉cont and v does not contain a method with the label l.
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Proposition 5 (Full correctness of the abstract machine with respect to the natural semantics). For any closed term t, • 
tv if and only if 〈t, •, [ ]〉term ⇒∗E v.
3.3. The corresponding reduction semantics
BNF of terms, of values, and of closures: The BNF of terms does not change. The BNF of values is as in Section 3.1. In addition,
as in Curien’s λρ-calculus compared to the λ-calculus, a new syntactic category appears, that of closures:
(Closure) c ::= t[e] | [l = (σ (x)t)[e], . . . , l = (σ (x)t)[e]] | c.l | c.l ⇐ (σ (x)t)[e]
Notion of redex: The two original contraction rules are adapted to closures as follows:
vn.l j  t j[(x j, vn) · e j]
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}]
vn.l j ⇐ (σ (x)t)[e]  [l j = (σ (x)t)[e], li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}\{ j}]
if 1 j  n, where vn = [li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}]
As could be expected, there is also a contraction rule for looking variables up in the environment:
x[e]  v
if lookup (x, e) = v
In addition, we need three contraction rules to propagate the environment inside the terms:
[li = σ(xi)ti i∈{1...n}][e]  [li = (σ (xi)ti)[e]i∈{1...n}]
(t.l)[e]  t[e].l
(t.l ⇐ σ(x)t′)[e]  t[e].l ⇐ (σ (x)t′)[e]
The grammar of potential redexes therefore reads as follows:
pr ::= v.l | v.l ⇐ (σ (x)t)[e] | x[e] | [l = σ(x)t, . . . , l = σ(x)t][e] | (t.l)[e] | (t.l ⇐ σ(x)t′)[e]
BNF of reduction contexts: The grammar for reduction contexts is the same as in Section 3.2.
Lemma 2 (Unique decomposition). Any closure which is not a value can be uniquely decomposed into a reduction context and a
potential redex.
One is then in position to deﬁne a decomposition function mapping a closure to either a value or to a reduction context
and a potential redex, a contraction function mapping an actual redex to its contractum, and a recompose function mapping
a reduction context and a closure to a closure. Thus equipped, one can deﬁne a one-step reduction function (noted →
below) and then an evaluation function as the iteration of the one-step reduction function (noted →∗ below).
Applying the syntactic correspondence yields the abstract machine from Section 3.2.
The following proposition is a corollary of the soundness of refocusing:
Proposition 6 (Full correctness of the reduction semantics with respect to the abstract machine). For any closed term t,
〈t, •, [ ]〉term ⇒∗E v if and only if t[•] →∗ v.
3.4. Summary and conclusion
On the ground that practical implementations do not use actual substitutions, we have presented an analogue of the σ -
calculus, the σρ-calculus, that uses explicit substitutions, i.e., environments. We have inter-derived three semantics artifacts
for the σρ-calculus: a natural semantics, an abstract machine, and a reduction semantics. These speciﬁcations are more
suitable to support the formalization of a compiler since programs do not change (through substitution) in the course of
execution. One is then free to change their representation, e.g., by compiling them.
4. Coherence between the σ -calculus and the σρ-calculus
We establish the coherence between the σ -calculus and the σρ-calculus by showing that their abstract machines are
bisimilar (Section 4.2). To this end, we ﬁrst introduce substitution functions mapping constructs from the σρ-calculus to
the σ -calculus (Section 4.1).
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Following Abadi, Cardelli, Curien, and Lévy [2], we deﬁne by simultaneous induction three substitution functions that
respectively map σρ-values to σ -values, σρ-terms to σ -terms, and environments of σρ-values to temporary environments
of σ -values and variables:
subV([li = (σ (xi)ti)[ei]i∈{1...n}]) = [li = σ(xi)subT(ti, (xi, xi) · subE(ei))i∈{1...n}]
subT(x, e) = lookup (x, e)
subT(t.l, e) = (subT(t, e)).l
subT(t.l ⇐ σ(x)t′, e) = (subT(t, e)).l ⇐ σ(x)subT(t′, (x, x) · e)
subE(•) = •
subE((x, v) · e) = (x, subV(v)) · subE(e)
Let us also deﬁne a substitution function subC that maps σρ-contexts to σ -contexts:
subC([ ]) = [ ]
subC(C[[ ].l]) = (subC(C))[[ ].l]
subC(C[[ ].l ⇐ (σ (x)t)[e]]) = (subC(C))[[ ].l ⇐ σ(x)subT(t, (x, x) · subE(e))]
4.2. A bisimulation between the two abstract machines
Deﬁnition 5. Let STσρ denote the set of states of the abstract machine for the σρ-calculus, and STσ denote the set of states
of the abstract machine for the σ -calculus. The substitution relation S : STσρ × STσ is deﬁned as follows:
〈t, e, C〉term S 〈subT(t, e), subC(C)〉term
〈C, v〉cont S 〈subC(C), subV(v)〉cont
v S subV(v)
Theorem 1. The abstract machines from Sections 2.3 and 3.2 are strongly bisimilar.
Proof. By induction on the execution of the abstract machine for the σρ-calculus. As induction hypothesis, we use that if
the abstract machine for the σρ-calculus is in state se after i steps in the evaluation of a term t , and the abstract machine
for the σ -calculus is in state ss after i steps in the evaluation of the same term t , then se S ss [36, Chapter 10]. 
Corollary 1 (Full correctness of the abstract machine for the σρ-calculus with respect to the abstract machine for the σ -calculus). If
the abstract machine for the σρ-calculus computes a value v as the result of evaluating a term t, then the abstract machine for the
σ -calculus computes the value v ′ = subV(v) as the result of evaluating t.
4.3. Summary and conclusion
We have proved a strong bisimulation relation between the abstract machine for the σρ-calculus and the abstract ma-
chine for the σ -calculus. This coherence result is depicted by the vertical arrow of the ﬁnal diagram in Section 1.2. The
proposed natural semantics and reduction semantics of the σρ-calculus, as well as Abadi and Cardelli’s natural semantics
and reduction semantics of the σ -calculus are thus coherent with respect to each other.
5. Related work
Besides it providing standard course material, the σ -calculus has already proved a fruitful playground. For exam-
ple, Kesner and López [38] have deﬁned a set of contraction rules for the σ -calculus based on explicit substitutions
and ﬂat closures. Due to the dynamic nature of the σ -calculus, and as already pointed out in Section 3.4, managing
ﬂat closures requires the evaluator to recompute sets of free variables dynamically during evaluation. In contrast, we
opted for deep closures here. For another example, Gordon, Hankin and Lassen [32] have considered an imperative ver-
sion of the σ -calculus extended with λ-terms. They have deﬁned a natural semantics based on explicit substitutions for
their extended calculus, and proved it equivalent to substitution-based big-step and small-step semantics. In addition,
they also provided a compiler to and a decompiler from a ZINC-like virtual machine [41]. Our approach is more inter-
derivational.
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of a continuation semantics out of a direct semantics based on a congruence statement [55]. Their motivation was the same
as ours: to start from an existing semantic artifact and methodically construct another one, instead of ﬁrst writing two
semantic artifacts and then proving their congruence. To the best of our knowledge, our framework is the ﬁrst one to be
based on pre-existing transformations that are simple and correct, and to simultaneously account for a variety of semantic
artifacts both for rationally deconstructing pre-existing ones and for constructing new ones. In contrast, most research efforts
are either geared towards developing new frameworks and proving them correct [46,54], or at accounting for pre-existing
semantic artifacts in new ways [27,33], or at accounting for new semantic artifacts in new ways [31].
6. Conclusion and issues
We have presented an abstract machine that mediates between Abadi and Cardelli’s reduction semantics and natural
semantics for the σ -calculus. We have then presented a version of the σ -calculus with explicit substitutions, the σρ-
calculus, and inter-derived a natural semantics, an abstract machine, and a reduction semantics for it. By construction, each
of these three semantic artifacts is sound with respect to the two others. We have also shown that the abstract machines
for the σ -calculus and for the σρ-calculus are bisimilar, thereby establishing the coherence of the σ -calculus and the
σρ-calculus.
In the conclusion of “A Syntactic Correspondence between Context-Sensitive Calculi and Abstract Machines” [10], Bier-
nacka and Danvy playfully listed 16 distinct, independently published speciﬁcations of the control operator call/cc, and
candidly asked whether all these artifacts deﬁne the same call/cc. It is the authors’ belief that inter-deriving these artifacts
using correct transformations puts one in position to answer this question. As a side beneﬁt, the nature of each transfor-
mation makes it possible to pinpoint the speciﬁc goodness of each of the artifacts. For example, a calculus in the form of
a reduction semantics makes it possible to state equations to reason about programs; an abstract machine gives one some
idea about the implementation requirements of a runtime system; and an interpreter in the form of a natural semantics is
well suited for prototyping. We have illustrated these issues here with Abadi and Cardelli’s untyped non-imperative calculus
of objects. The syntactic correspondence and the functional correspondence were originally developed for the λ-calculus
with effects [10]. In our experience, the correspondences also apply to an imperative version of Abadi and Cardelli’s calculus
of objects.
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Appendix A. A reduction semantics for negational normalization
The goal of this appendix is to deﬁne a one-step reduction function for converting a Boolean formula into negational
normal form, and to construct the corresponding reduction-based conversion function. We use a pure subset of Standard
ML as a meta-language, in the style of the ﬁrst author’s lecture notes at AFP 2008 [20].
To deﬁne a reduction semantics for Boolean formulas, we specify their abstract syntax (Appendix A.1), their notion of
contraction (Appendix A.2), and their reduction strategy (Appendix A.3). We then deﬁne a one-step reduction function that
decomposes a non-value term into a potential redex and a reduction context, contracts the potential redex, if it is an actual
one, and recomposes the context with the contractum (Appendix A.4). We can ﬁnally deﬁne a reduction-based normalization
function that repeatedly applies the one-step reduction function until a value, i.e., a normal form, is reached (Appendix A.5).
A.1. Abstract syntax: terms and values
Terms: A Boolean formula is either a variable, a negated formula, a conjunction of two formulas, or a disjunction of two
formulas:
datatype term = VAR of string
| NEG of term
| CONJ of term * term
| DISJ of term * term
Normal forms: Normal forms are terms where only variables are negated. We specify them with the following separate data
type:
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| NEGVAR_nf of string
| CONJ_nf of term_nf * term_nf
| DISJ_nf of term_nf * term_nf
Values: Rather than writing a separate embedding function from term_nf to term, we choose to pair them together as
they are being constructed by the normalization process:1
type value = term * term_nf
A.2. Notion of contraction
A potential redex is a negated formula:
datatype potential_redex = PR_NEG of term
A potential redex may be an actual one and trigger a contraction, or it may be stuck. Correspondingly, the following data
type accounts for a successful or failed contraction:
datatype contractum_or_error = CONTRACTUM of term
| ERROR of string
The string accounts for an error message.
We are now in position to deﬁne a contraction function:
(* contract : potential_redex -> contractum_or_error *)
fun contract (PR_NEG (t as VAR _))
= ERROR "not a redex"
| contract (PR_NEG (NEG t))
= CONTRACTUM t
| contract (PR_NEG (CONJ (t1, t2)))
= CONTRACTUM (DISJ (NEG t1, NEG t2))
| contract (PR_NEG (DISJ (t1, t2)))
= CONTRACTUM (CONJ (NEG t1, NEG t2))
A.3. Reduction strategy
We seek the left-most outer-most potential redex in a term.
Reduction contexts: The grammar of reduction contexts reads as follows:
datatype context = CTX_MT
| CTX_CONJ_LEFT of context * term
| CTX_CONJ_RIGHT of value * context
| CTX_DISJ_LEFT of context * term
| CTX_DISJ_RIGHT of value * context
Operationally, a context is a term with a hole, represented inside-out in a zipper-like fashion [35].
Decomposition: A term is a value (i.e., it does not contain any potential redex) or it can be decomposed into a potential
redex and a reduction context:
datatype value_or_decomposition = VAL of value
| DEC of potential_redex * context
The decomposition function recursively searches for the left-most outer-most redex in a term. It is usually left
unspeciﬁed in the literature [29]. We deﬁne it here in a form that time and again we have found conve-
nient [19], namely as a big-step abstract machine. Here, this abstract machine has (a) two intermediate states:
a term and a context, and a context and a value; and (b) three state-transition functions decompose_term,
decompose_term_neg, and decompose_context.
1 This pairing is known as “glueing” since Yves Lafont’s PhD thesis [39, Appendix A].
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negated term;
• decompose_term_neg is passed a negated term and tests whether it is a variable (in which case the negated
term is in normal form) or it is a potential redex;
• decompose_context dispatches over the accumulated context to determine whether the given term is a value,
the search must continue, or a potential redex has been found.
(* decompose_term : term * context -> value_or_decomposition *)
fun decompose_term (VAR x, C)
= decompose_context (C, (VAR x, POSVAR_nf x))
| decompose_term (NEG t, C)
= decompose_term_neg (t, C)
| decompose_term (CONJ (t1, t2), C)
= decompose_term (t1, CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, t2))
| decompose_term (DISJ (t1, t2), C)
= decompose_term (t1, CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, t2))
(* decompose_term_neg : term * context -> value_or_decomposition *)
and decompose_term_neg (VAR x, C)
= decompose_context (C, (NEG (VAR x), NEGVAR_nf x))
| decompose_term_neg (t, C)
= DEC (PR_NEG t, C)
(* decompose_context : context * value -> value_or_decomposition *)
and decompose_context (CTX_MT, (t’, t_nf))
= VAL (t’, t_nf)
| decompose_context (CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, t2), (t1’, t1_nf))
= decompose_term (t2, CTX_CONJ_RIGHT ((t1’, t1_nf), C))
| decompose_context (CTX_CONJ_RIGHT ((t1’, t1_nf), C), (t2’, t2_nf))
= decompose_context (C, (CONJ (t1’, t2’), CONJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf)))
| decompose_context (CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, t2), (t1’, t1_nf))
= decompose_term (t2, CTX_DISJ_RIGHT ((t1’, t1_nf), C))
| decompose_context (CTX_DISJ_RIGHT ((t1’, t1_nf), C), (t2’, t2_nf))
= decompose_context (C, (DISJ (t1’, t2’), DISJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf)))
(* decompose : term -> value_or_decomposition *)
fun decompose t
= decompose_term (t, CTX_MT)
Recomposition: The recomposition function peels off context layers and constructs the resulting term, iteratively:
(* recompose : context * term -> term *)
fun recompose (CTX_MT, t)
= t
| recompose (CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, t2), t1)
= recompose (C, CONJ (t1, t2))
| recompose (CTX_CONJ_RIGHT ((t1, t1_nf), C), t2)
= recompose (C, CONJ (t1, t2))
| recompose (CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, t2), t1)
= recompose (C, DISJ (t1, t2))
| recompose (CTX_DISJ_RIGHT ((t1, t1_nf), C), t2)
= recompose (C, DISJ (t1, t2))
Lemma 3 (Unique decomposition). A term t is either a value or there exists a unique context C such that decompose t evaluates to
DEC (pr, C), where pr is a potential redex.
A.4. One-step reduction
We are now in position to deﬁne a one-step reduction function as a function that (1) decomposes a non-value term into
a potential redex and a reduction context, (2) contracts the potential redex if it is an actual one, and (3) recomposes the
reduction context with the contractum. The following data type accounts for whether the contraction is successful or the
non-value term is stuck:
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| STUCK of string
(* reduce : term -> reduct *)
fun reduce t
= (case decompose t
of (VAL (t’, t_nf))
=> TERM t’
| (DEC (pr, C))
=> (case contract pr
of (CONTRACTUM t’)
=> TERM (recompose (C, t’))
| (ERROR msg)
=> STUCK msg))
A.5. Reduction-based normalization
A reduction-based normalization function is one that iterates the one-step reduction function until it yields a value (i.e.,
a ﬁxed point) or it becomes stuck (i.e., evaluation goes wrong):
datatype result = NF of term_nf
| WRONG of string
The following deﬁnition uses decompose to distinguish between value and non-value terms:
(* iterate0 : value_or_decomposition -> result *)
fun iterate0 (VAL (t’, t_nf))
= NF t_nf
| iterate0 (DEC (pr, C))
= (case contract pr
of (CONTRACTUM t’)
=> iterate0 (decompose (recompose (C, t’)))
| (ERROR msg)
=> WRONG msg)
(* normalize0 : term -> result *)
fun normalize0 t
= iterate0 (decompose t)
A.6. Summary and conclusion
We have implemented a reduction semantics for Boolean formulas in complete detail. Using this reduction semantics,
we have presented a reduction-based normalization function yielding negational normal forms.
Appendix B. From reduction-based to reduction-free normalization
In this section, we transform the reduction-based normalization function of Appendix A.5 into a family of reduction-free
normalization functions, i.e., ones where no intermediate term is ever constructed. We ﬁrst refocus the reduction-based
normalization function [26] to deforest the intermediate terms, and we obtain a small-step abstract machine implementing
the iteration of the refocus function (Appendix B.1). After inlining the contraction function (Appendix B.2), we transform this
small-step abstract machine into a big-step one [22] (Appendix B.3). This machine exhibits a number of corridor transitions,
and we compress them (Appendix B.4). We then ﬂatten its conﬁgurations and rename its transition functions into something
more intuitive (Appendix B.5). The resulting abstract machine is in defunctionalized form [25], and we refunctionalize it [23]
(Appendix B.6). The result is in continuation-passing style and we re-express it in direct style [16] (Appendix B.7). The
resulting direct-style function is a traditional conversion function for Boolean formulas; in particular, it is compositional and
reduction-free.
Modus operandi: In each of the following subsections, we derive successive versions of the normalization function, indexing
its components with the number of the subsection.
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The normalization function of Appendix A.5 is reduction-based because it constructs every intermediate term in the
reduction sequence. In its deﬁnition, decompose is always applied to the result of recompose after the ﬁrst decomposition.
In fact, a vacuous initial call to recompose ensures that in all cases, decompose is applied to the result of recompose:
(* normalize0’ : term -> result *)
fun normalize0’ t
= iterate0 (decompose (recompose (CTX_MT, t)))
Refocusing, extensionally: As investigated earlier by Nielsen and the ﬁrst author [26], the composition of decompose and
recompose can be deforested into a ‘refocus’ function to avoid constructing the intermediate terms in the re-
duction sequence. Such a deforestation makes the normalization function reduction-free.
Refocusing, intensionally: It turns out that the refocus function can be expressed very simply in terms of the decomposition
functions of Appendix A.3 (and this is the reason why we chose to specify them precisely like that):
(* refocus1 : term * context -> value_or_decomposition *)
fun refocus (t, C)
= decompose_term (t, C)
In other words, refocusing consists in continuing the decomposition over the contractum and its context.
The refocused evaluation function therefore reads as follows:
(* iterate1 : value_or_decomposition -> result *)
fun iterate1 (VAL (t’, t_nf))
= NF t_nf
| iterate1 (DEC (pr, C))
= (case contract pr
of (CONTRACTUM t’)
=> iterate1 (refocus1 (t’, C))
| (ERROR msg)
=> WRONG msg)
(* normalize1 : term -> result *)
fun normalize1 t
= iterate1 (refocus1 (t, CTX_MT))
This refocused normalization function is reduction-free because it is no longer based on a (one-step) reduction function.
Instead, the refocus function directly maps a contractum and a reduction context to the next redex and reduction context,
if there are any in the reduction sequence.
B.2. Inlining the contraction function
We ﬁrst inline the call to contract in the deﬁnition of iterate1, and name the resulting function iterate2. Reasoning
by inversion, there are four potential redexes and therefore the DEC clause in the deﬁnition of iterate1 is replaced by four
DEC clauses in the deﬁnition of iterate2:
(* iterate2 : value_or_decomposition -> result *)
fun iterate2 (VAL (t’, t_nf))
= NF t_nf
| iterate2 (DEC (PR_NEG (t as VAR _), C))
= WRONG "not a redex"
| iterate2 (DEC (PR_NEG (NEG t), C))
= iterate2 (refocus2 (t, C))
| iterate2 (DEC (PR_NEG (CONJ (t1, t2)), C))
= iterate2 (refocus2 (DISJ (NEG t1, NEG t2), C))
| iterate2 (DEC (PR_NEG (DISJ (t1, t2)), C))
= iterate2 (refocus2 (CONJ (NEG t1, NEG t2), C))
(* normalize2 : term -> result *)
fun normalize2 t
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We are now ready to fuse the composition of iterate2 with refocus (shaded just above).
B.3. Lightweight fusion: from small-step to big-step abstract machine
The refocused normalization function is small-step abstract machine in the sense that refocus (i.e., decompose_term,
decompose_term_neg, and decompose_context) acts as a transition function and iterate2 as a ‘trampoline’ [30], i.e., a
‘driver loop’ or again another transition function that keeps activating refocus until a value is obtained. Using Ohori and
Sasano’s ‘lightweight fusion by ﬁxed-point promotion’ [22,24,48], we fuse iterate2 and refocus (i.e., decompose_term
and decompose_context) so that the resulting function iterate3 is directly applied to the result of decompose_ term
and decompose_context. The result is a big-step abstract machine [49] consisting of four (mutually tail-recursive) state-
transition functions:
• refocus3_term is the composition of iterate2 and decompose_term and a clone of decompose_term;
• refocus3_term_neg is the composition of iterate2 and decompose_term_neg and a clone of decompose_term_
neg;
• refocus3_context is the composition of iterate2 and decompose_context that directly calls iterate3 over a
value or a decomposition instead of returning it to iterate2 as decompose_context did;
• iterate3 is a clone of iterate2 that calls the fused function refocus3_term.
(* refocus3_term : term * context -> result *)
fun refocus3_term (VAR x, C)
= refocus3_context (C, (VAR x, POSVAR_nf x))
| refocus3_term (NEG t, C)
= refocus3_term_neg (t, C)
| refocus3_term (CONJ (t1, t2), C)
= refocus3_term (t1, CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, t2))
| refocus3_term (DISJ (t1, t2), C)
= refocus3_term (t1, CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, t2))
(* refocus3_term_neg : term * context -> result *)
and refocus3_term_neg (VAR x, C)
= refocus3_context (C, (NEG (VAR x), NEGVAR_nf x))
| refocus3_term_neg (t, C)
= iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG t, C))
(* refocus3_context : context * value -> result *)
and refocus3_context (CTX_MT, (t’, t_nf))
= iterate3 (VAL (t’, t_nf))
| refocus3_context (CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, t2), (t1’, t1_nf))
= refocus3_term (t2, CTX_CONJ_RIGHT ((t1’, t1_nf), C))
| refocus3_context (CTX_CONJ_RIGHT ((t1’, t1_nf), C), (t2’, t2_nf))
= refocus3_context (C, (CONJ (t1’, t2’), CONJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf)))
| refocus3_context (CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, t2), (t1’, t1_nf))
= refocus3_term (t2, CTX_DISJ_RIGHT ((t1’, t1_nf), C))
| refocus3_context (CTX_DISJ_RIGHT ((t1’, t1_nf), C), (t2’, t2_nf))
= refocus3_context (C, (DISJ (t1’, t2’), DISJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf)))
(* iterate3 : value_or_decomposition -> result *)
and iterate3 (VAL (t’, t_nf))
= NF t_nf
| iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG (t as VAR _), C))
= WRONG "not a redex"
| iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG (NEG t), C))
= refocus3_term (t, C)
| iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG (CONJ (t1, t2)), C))
= refocus3_term (DISJ (NEG t1, NEG t2), C)
| iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG (DISJ (t1, t2)), C))
= refocus3_term (CONJ (NEG t1, NEG t2), C)
(* normalize3 : term -> result *)
fun normalize3 t
= refocus3_term (t, CTX_MT)
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gruence rules, which are implemented by refocus3_term, refocus3_term_neg, and refocus3_context. This staged
structure is remarkable because obtaining this separation for pre-existing abstract machines is known to require non-trivial
analyses [34].
B.4. Compressing corridor transitions
In the abstract machine above, many of the transitions are ‘corridor’ ones in that they yield conﬁgurations for which
there is a unique further transition, and so on. Let us compress these transitions. To this end, we cut-and-paste the transition
functions above, renaming their indices from 3 to 4, and consider each of their clauses in turn:
Clause refocus4_term_neg (NEG t, C):
refocus4_term_neg (NEG t, C)
= (* by unfolding the call to refocus4_term_neg *)
iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG (NEG t), C))
= (* by unfolding the call to iterate3 *)
refocus3_term (t, C)
Clause refocus4_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), C):
refocus4_term_neg (CONJ (t1, t2), C)
= (* by unfolding the call to refocus4_term_neg *)
iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG (CONJ (t1, t2)), C))
= (* by unfolding the call to iterate3 *)
refocus4_term (DISJ (NEG t1, NEG t2), C)
= (* by unfolding the call to refocus4_term *)
refocus4_term (NEG t1, CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, NEG t2))
= (* by unfolding the call to refocus4_term *)
refocus4_term_neg (t1, CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, NEG t2))
Clause refocus4_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), C):
refocus4_term_neg (DISJ (t1, t2), C)
= (* by unfolding the call to refocus4_term_neg *)
iterate3 (DEC (PR_NEG (DISJ (t1, t2)), C))
= (* by unfolding the call to iterate3 *)
refocus4_term (CONJ (NEG t1, NEG t2), C)
= (* by unfolding the call to refocus4_term *)
refocus4_term (NEG t1, CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, NEG t2))
= (* by unfolding the call to refocus4_term *)
refocus4_term_neg (t1, CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, NEG t2))
Clause refocus4_context (CTX_MT, (t’, t_nf)):
refocus4_context (CTX_MT, (t’, t_nf))
= (* by unfolding the call to refocus4_context *)
iterate4 (VAL (t’, t_nf))
= (* by unfolding the call to iterate4 *)
NF t_nf
There are two corollaries to the compressions above:
Dead code: The deﬁnition of iterate4 is now unused and can be elided.
Dead component: The term part of the values is unused and can also be elided.
B.5. Renaming transition functions and ﬂattening conﬁgurations
The resulting simpliﬁed machine is a familiar ‘eval/apply/continue’ abstract machine [42]. We therefore rename
refocus4_term to eval5, refocus4_term_neg to apply5, and refocus4_context to continue5. The result reads as
follows:
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| CTX_CONJ_LEFT of context * term
| CTX_CONJ_RIGHT of term_nf * context
| CTX_DISJ_LEFT of context * term
| CTX_DISJ_RIGHT of term_nf * context
(* eval5 : term * context -> result *)
fun eval5 (VAR x, C)
= continue5 (C, POSVAR_nf x)
| eval5 (NEG t, C)
= apply5 (t, C)
| eval5 (CONJ (t1, t2), C)
= eval5 (t1, CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, t2))
| eval5 (DISJ (t1, t2), C)
= eval5 (t1, CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, t2))
(* apply5 : term * context -> result *)
and apply5 (VAR x, C)
= continue5 (C, NEGVAR_nf x)
| apply5 (NEG t, C)
= eval5 (t, C)
| apply5 (CONJ (t1, t2), C)
= apply5 (t1, CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, NEG t2))
| apply5 (DISJ (t1, t2), C)
= apply5 (t1, CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, NEG t2))
(* continue5 : context * value -> result *)
and continue5 (CTX_MT, t_nf)
= NF t_nf
| continue5 (CTX_CONJ_LEFT (C, t2), t1_nf)
= eval5 (t2, CTX_CONJ_RIGHT (t1_nf, C))
| continue5 (CTX_CONJ_RIGHT (t1_nf, C), t2_nf)
= continue5 (C, CONJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf))
| continue5 (CTX_DISJ_LEFT (C, t2), t1_nf)
= eval5 (t2, CTX_DISJ_RIGHT (t1_nf, C))
| continue5 (CTX_DISJ_RIGHT (t1_nf, C), t2_nf)
= continue5 (C, DISJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf))
(* normalize5 : term -> term_nf *)
fun normalize5 t
= eval5 (t, CTX_MT)
B.6. Refunctionalization
Like many other abstract machines [4–6,12,17], the abstract machine of Appendix B.5 is in defunctionalized form [25]:
the reduction contexts, together with continue5, are the ﬁrst-order counterpart of a function. This function is introduced
with the data-type constructors CTX_MT, etc., and eliminated with calls to the dispatching function continue5. The higher-
order counterpart of this abstract machine reads as follows:
(* eval6 : term * (term_nf -> ’a) -> ’a *)
fun eval6 (VAR x, k)
= k (POSVAR_nf x)
| eval6 (NEG t, k)
= apply6 (t, k)
| eval6 (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
= eval6 (t1, fn t1_nf =>
eval6 (t2, fn t2_nf =>
k (CONJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf))))
| eval6 (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
= eval6 (t1, fn t1_nf =>
eval6 (t2, fn t2_nf =>
k (DISJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf))))
(* apply6 : term * (term_nf -> ’a) -> ’a *)
and apply6 (VAR x, k)
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| apply6 (NEG t, k)
= eval6 (t, k)
| apply6 (CONJ (t1, t2), k)
= apply6 (t1, fn t1_nf =>
apply6 (t2, fn t2_nf =>
k (DISJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf))))
| apply6 (DISJ (t1, t2), k)
= apply6 (t1, fn t1_nf =>
apply6 (t2, fn t2_nf =>
k (CONJ_nf (t1_nf, t2_nf))))
(* normalize6 : term -> result *)
fun normalize6 t
= eval6 (t, fn t_nf => NF t_nf)
The resulting refunctionalized program is a familiar eval/apply evaluation function in CPS. (The continue component is now
implicit in the continuation.)
B.7. Back to direct style
The refunctionalized deﬁnition of Appendix B.6 is in continuation-passing style since it has a functional accumulator and
all of its calls are tail calls [16,21]. Its direct-style counterpart reads as follows:
(* eval7 : term -> term_nf *)
fun eval7 (VAR x)
= POSVAR_nf x
| eval7 (NEG t)
= apply7 t
| eval7 (CONJ (t1, t2))
= CONJ_nf (eval7 t1, eval7 t2)
| eval7 (DISJ (t1, t2))
= DISJ_nf (eval7 t1, eval7 t2)
(* apply7 : term -> term_nf *)
and apply7 (VAR x)
= NEGVAR_nf x
| apply7 (NEG t)
= eval7 t
| apply7 (CONJ (t1, t2))
= DISJ_nf (apply7 t1, apply7 t2)
| apply7 (DISJ (t1, t2))
= CONJ_nf (apply7 t1, apply7 t2)
(* normalize7 : term -> result *)
fun normalize7 t
= NF (eval7 t)
The resulting program is a traditional eval/apply evaluation function in direct style, à la McCarthy, i.e., a reduction-free
normalization function of the kind usually crafted by hand.
B.8. Summary and conclusion
We have refocused the reduction-based normalization function of Appendix A.5 into a small-step abstract machine, and
we have exhibited a family of corresponding reduction-free normalization functions that all are inter-derivable.
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